
Reading Survey 

1. What genre(s) or types do you enjoy reading for pleasure? Circle/highlight all that apply. 
 biography  autobiography  non-fiction  spiritual/religious 

 fiction   politics   history   newspapers 

 self-help  war stories  graphic novels  comic books 

 westerns  short stories  fantasy   realistic fiction 

 how-to books  historical fiction poetry   psychology 

 drama (plays)  science fiction  real-life stories series books  

 horror/thriller  newspaper  magazine articles blogs/websites 

 mystery  romance  memoirs  chick-lit   

 travel   humor   cultures  audiobooks 

 classics  dystopian  true crime  manga 

 legends/epics  mythology  fan fiction other:     

 
2. My top three favorites: 
 a) 
  
 b) 
  
 c) 
 
3. On a scale of 1-10 as a reader: 1 - I don’t even read street signs… 10 - I’ve got a book in my 
hand at all times, I would rate myself as a ________ . Why?  
 
 
 
 
 
4. Which types of reading listed in #1 are most difficult for you? Why?  
 
 
 
5. I own    books. There are approximately    books in my house.  
 
6. My all-time favorite book is         
because 
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My favorite assigned book in school was       because 
 
 
 
 
 
7. The last time I read and enjoyed a book for pleasure was… what book, when, why. 
 
 
 
 
8. Check the following response that best describes you as a reader:  

� I will do what I need to in order to read anything. With enough effort, I can understand 
anything I am asked to read. I am confident in my abilities as a reader.  

� I try but eventually give up if it is too hard. I understand most of what I read but not as 
well as I would like to, I am somewhat confident in my abilities as a reader but recognize 
there are certain texts I just don’t know how to read yet.  

� Reading is hard for me. I rarely feel like I understand what the writer is saying. This is 
why I give up easily. Even when I feel like I understand it, I don’t trust myself and 
assume I am probably wrong. 

� Personal definition: 
 

 
9. How do you choose what you read?  

� Recommended by friends 
� Research titles/authors 
� Recommended by teacher/librarian/bookstore clerk 
� Recommended by sibling 
� Recommended by Parent 
� Read titles by the same author 
� Read reviews 
� Best sellers 
� Movies 
� Display tables/shelves 
� Other:            

 
10. Mark those with which you most agree:  

� I like it when a book challenges my beliefs, ideas, or assumptions.  
� I prefer to read books that do not make me think about unfamiliar things.  
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� I like to read in order to do things; this makes reading seem useful and valuable to me. 
� Other:            

 
11. If I could improve as a reader, I would choose:  
 fluency   stamina  vocabulary  volume  
 read classics  different genres make a habit of reading 
 enjoy reading  comprehension finish books  analysis 
 Other:       
  
Top focus for this quarter:           
 
12. The following consistently interfere with my ability to read as well as I would like: Circle 

any that apply to you.   

 Distractions   Lack of time   Lack of knowledge      Lack of interest  

 Lack of availability/resources 

 

13. Reading Environment: what type of environment you prefer to read in. 

Total silence:   Yes    No  

Listening to music:    Yes     No 

Headphones:     Yes    No 

TV:     On     Off 

Type of music/noise:   classical    instrumental     pop    rock    hip-hop    country    jazz    classic 

                                      oldies    white noise      ocean     rain     zen   other:     

Seating:    in a chair      laying on the couch     laying down     other:     

 

14. What kind of book format do you like? 

Electronic book     Yes   No Would like to try 

Paperback book     Yes   No Would like to try 

Hardback book     Yes   No Would like to try 

 


